Introduction
I assume interesting robots embody machine learning, the product of e.g., genetic algorithms, neural nets, or other sorts of feedback loops which generate unpredictable behavior. That is, these robots are given instructions as to ultimate goals and determine for themselves the means of accomplishing these goals. The means are not predictable by either the operator-owner or by the original programmers. Rather, the software teaches itself by running experiments or making other sorts of real or virtual attempts at a solution, corrects for error and approximates a result which it then implements. I call these "autonomous" robots.
This note discusses the traditional tort theories of liability such as negligence and strict liability and suggests these are likely insufficient to impose liability on legal entities (people and companies) selling or employing autonomous robots. (Because robots are not themselves legal entities and do not hold property, it is pointless to hold robots liable for their actions.) Commentators have previously made conflicting suggestions on the application of traditional tort law to the acts of robots and machine intelligence.
In this note, I provide the essential working definitions of 'autonomous' as well as the legal notion of 'foreseeability' which lies at the heart of tort liability. The note is not concerned with the policy, ethics, or other issues arising from the use of robots including armed and unarmed drones, because those, as I define them, are not currently autonomous, and do not implicate the legal issues I discuss.
I conclude with some speculation on how the actions of robotic intelligence may become susceptible to traditional tort law, and in doing so change the way in which those legal tests are applied.
This note is written for both legal and nonlegal audiences, i.e., those involved in the development of robots. It must follow that both audiences will be disappointed--the lawyers in my relatively superficial legal discussion, and the engineers and programmers who will sadly shake their heads at my simplistic view of developments in their field. I plead guilty to both indictments.
I.

Robots And Autonomy
The terms robot is used indiscriminately to refer to a wide variety of machines which exhibit, or are said to exhibit, some semblance of 'intelligence'. Fantasy, fiction and reality are the amalgam from which we draw the meaning of the term robot, ascribing it to Schwarzenegger's Terminator, unmanned but wholly guided submarines and Mars rovers, missiles partially guided in real time, as well the Roomba floor cleaner and Sony's robot dog 5 which may not be humanly guided in real time but operate from previously fixed code. Many commentators do not spend much time distinguishing these sorts of robots as they address the difficulty of applying law to their effects; this is a mistake because the interesting legal issues only pertain to a small (but growing) set of them. Interesting robots, for purposes of this paper, are those which are not simply autonomous in the sense of not being under real time control of a human, but autonomous in the sense that the methods selected by the robots to accomplish the human-generated goal are not predicable by the human. Uninteresting robots, therefore, are such things as industrial factory robots, tethered robots, 6 missiles and drones. LAW (1997) . As with other commentators, however, I did not distinguish between or discuss autonomous and non-autonomous machine intelligence, nor did I distinguish embodied from disembodied software, and so I failed to explain specifically why certain types of robots posed problems for traditional tort law. I hope that is remedied to some extent in this paper. 5 Up to about 2006 Sony made the Aibo robot dog which could move, play ball (at least with the special ball that came with the machine), and exhibit certain other 'dog' behaviors such as barking, chasing, and reacting to certain speech. 6 I include unmanned submersibles and Mars rovers, where the tether is not only long but delayed by up to about 21 minutes (the maximum time signals take to travel between Earth to Mars).
A good example of the confusion in this area is generated by the Aegis Combat system, deployed on naval ships of many nations and currently made by Lockheed Martin. 7 One commentator writes:
Machines entirely capable of replacing humans are not yet on the market, but robotic systems capable of using lethal force without a human in the loop do already exist. The U.S. Navy's Aegis Combat System, which is capable of autonomously tracking enemy aircraft and guiding weapons onto them, is an example.
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While it is true that Aegis can automatically detect and track targets, as well as provide missile guidance functions for over 100 simultaneous targets, it is not true that it autonomously determines which targets to attack. Its 'autonomous' attack functions are limited to midflight and terminal guidance. 9 It is, at best a "human supervised autonomous system" 10 and the nightmare error made in 1988 shooting down an unarmed civilian airliner was human targeting error, including communications to the commanding officer that were at odds with the data generated by Aegis.
11 These weapons are designed to allow humans to decide what to attack.
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The notion of intelligence as applied to machines is often just shorthand for "I don't know how they do that so quickly," an amazement borne of ignorance. We might in that way ascribe intelligence to Apple's Siri, which can respond to basic voice commands with vaguely contextually correct responses, missile defense systems which distinguish hostile intruders, and stock market programs which in fractions of a second calculate the best price and execute trades. The apparent magic of these advanced technologies is generally a function of speed outside the human scale, and of the observer's ignorance of the programs used.
But ignorance of the method used to generate an output is not the same as an unforeseeable output, and we can use this distinction to pursue a rough working definition of autonomous. without concurrent human control. 13 But "much research work is necessary to make more cognitive systems and reach a higher grade of autonomy." The requirements for this "higher grade" of autonomy provide an important clue for the meaning of true autonomy: An important step towards this goal is learning, e. g. how other vehicles look like and move, and using this knowledge for perception, navigation and interaction purposes. ….
[we also may need] imitation learning, meaning to deduce the vehicle's behavior from the observed behavior of other traffic participants or from manually operated runs. However, there will always be unexpected situations never seen and "learned" before, which the vehicle nevertheless has to cope with. The difficult interaction between autonomous vehicles and other traffic participants, both robots and humans, will also need much work. For this purpose the behavior and intentions of other traffic participants have to be gathered. 14 The point, I suggest, is that true autonomy involves self-learning: where the program does not simply apply a human-made heuristic (as with Roomba and Aibo), but generates its own heuristic. Thus, autonomous obviously does not refer to the behavior of tethered robots (such as unmanned submersibles and drones) nor (less obviously) to the behavior of robots operating without concurrent human control but in an entirely preprogrammed or automated way (such as AAMRAM missiles and industrial robots). Sophisticated sensors, extensive programming, and fast execution can simulate autonomy through automation. Some functions allow for leisurely human decision-making; others, such as Aegis, in the heat of battle, tempt human abdication and so spawn the illusion of autonomous decisions making. But this is not autonomy as I mean it.
Even with this working definition-programs that generate their own heuristic-autonomy is a matter of degree, a theme I will repeat. Nevertheless, this note focuses on functions which are in fact autonomous, in that sense.
A. Self Taught Programs
Some forty years ago John Holland and others wrote of software which made software: genetic algorithms. 15 The work was inspired by the evolutionary process of discarding inefficient modules and having the efficient ones survive. Holland took a series of code fragments, and through a series of iterations generated code that no human would ever have written. Later, one experimenter won a prize for his genetic algorithm's design of an antenna for a spacecraft, which bested the human efforts. 16 Physical analogues of this disembodied programming are now tested in laboratories. We have, for example, physical modules each of which has a simple capability and together, in an endless variety of combinations, can achieve tasks uninstructed by an overarching piece of software. These modules may have capabilities such as locomotion, ground based or airborne; grippers, climbing capabilities, various sensors, and the like. The modules can separate and reconfigure to make new overall combinations in response to the constraints of the physical environment.
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They will combine locomotive power to climb hills, and use airborne sensors to enable communications among other modules and to scan the environment. Relatively old technologies such as neural nets are used to test for potential solutions; increasingly concentrated computing power allows small robots to distinguish the environments and produce reasonable results. For robots operating in various environments, "neuro-evolutionary navigation provided better overall behavior than rule-based navigation…." 18 Others creating adaptive robotic behaviors expressly term their work "evolutionary robotics," 19 which is meant to suggest code designed by code in response to constraints such as task allocation and the environment. Here's the link between genetic algorithms and unpredictable 'emergent' behavior:
The paper describes the results of the evolutionary development of a real, neural-network driven mobile robot. The evolutionary approach to the development of neural controllers for autonomous agents has been successfully used by many researchers, but most -if not all-studies have been carried out with computer simulations. Instead, in this research the whole evolutionary process takes places entirely on a real robot without human intervention. Although the experiments described here tackle a simple task of navigation and obstacle avoidance, we show a number of emergent phenomena that are characteristic of autonomous agents. ….
We have neither pre-designed the behaviors of the robot, nor have intervened during evolution. The robot itself and alone has developed -starting from a sort of tabula rasa -a set of strategies and behaviors as a result of the adaptation to the environment and its own body. Despite its simple components and the simple survival criterion, it is difficult to control and predict the robot behavior, due to the non-linearities and feedback connections exploited for optimal navigation and obstacle avoidance. 20 Robot autonomy of course exists across a spectrum. Less autonomous robots have been mentioned above. More autonomous robots rearrange logical or physical modules on the fly, as it were, to solve the assigned task. Even more autonomous robots create the modules needed from smaller units, programming themselves; and they do so in response to different types of constraints, i.e., moving not only in response to proximity to objects, but also in response to heat, color, letters (e.g. highway signs) and so on; and able to react with varying responses (go around, go over, push obstacle, destroy obstacle; enlist help of other modules, reconfigure self to accommodate obstacle, etc.). 21 Some researchers have described these sort of autonomous robots as "underspecified." 22 Increasing autonomy (we might call this 'machine IQ') is a function of the ability to rearrange ever smaller units or modules in response to an ever increasing series and types of constraints to generate an ever increasing series of responses.
B. Environments
The goal in all this work is simple: to produce robots which can make real time decisions in unpredictable environments all with the end of attaining some set task. Obviously, the more unpredictable the environment the greater the need for 'machine IQ,' the ability to adapt efficiently.
To be sure, software which integrates only with software has, we might say, a sort of environment, which is of course the other programs (including operating systems, etc.) with which it interacts. These are not trivial places, and the vast unpredictability of the software environment is commonly noted. We know that large programs cannot be wholly understood by a single human, and the range of output can never be wholly predicted even in the relatively organized and understood software environment of a 2013 personal computer, not to speak of the interactions of multiple machines. 23 But there are limitations to the complexity of the 21 "The Self-Organising Incremental Neural Network (SOINN) is an algorithm that allows robots to use their knowledge -or what they already know -to infer how to complete tasks they have been told to do. In a laboratory demonstration, the machine begins to break down the task into a series of skills that it has been taught: holding a cup, holding a bottle, pouring water from a bottle, placing a cup down. Without special programmes for waterserving, the robot works out the order of the actions required to complete the task. In a separate experiment, SOINN is used to power machines to search the internet for information on what something looks like, or what a particular word might mean." http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20111017/world/Japanese-scientist-unveilsthinking-self-teaching-robot.389515 22 "Unlike an industrial robot, the tasks of a service robot are frequently underspecified, ie, not predefined completely, because users usually provide underspecified descriptions about their intentions (eg, tasks) and the environments are typically unpredictable and dynamic. Of course, one can choose to develop service robots of which the tasks are defined completely in advance. But this choice means that the robots have no suffient [sic] capability to response/adapt to their unpredictable and dynamic environments, as well as the users. "U.S.-based equity products experienced an extraordinarily rapid decline and recovery. That afternoon, major equity indices in both the futures and securities markets, each already down over 4% from their prior-day close, suddenly plummeted a further 5-6% in a matter of minutes before rebounding almost as quickly. Many of the almost 8,000 individual equity securities and exchange traded funds ("ETFs") traded that day suffered similar price declines and reversals within a short period of time, falling 5%, 10% or even 15% before recovering most, if not all, of their losses. However, some equities experienced even more severe price moves, both up and down. Over 20,000 trades across more than 300 securities were executed at prices more than 60% away from their values just moments before. Moreover, many of these trades were executed at prices of a penny or less, or as high as $100,000, before prices of those securities returned to their "pre-crash" levels." http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2010/marketevents-report.pdf interactions among programs. Data usually come in types, and are often accepted only if the timing is right; there are built-in expectations of what is acceptable, and software efforts outside those constraints are often sidelined in order to protect the integrity of the software. Of course every program has bugs and anything can eventually be exploited, but the normal functioning of software interactions is measured, and controlled, and the sources of unpredictability are limited. Disembodied software is exposed to limited types of teachable moments.
Robots (embodied software), on the other hand, operate in the physical environment, and may be exposed to a more highly varied types of inputs which must be accounted for as they occur-the pace of the world cannot be dismissed as inconvenient. It is this rich set of unpredictable real time data which presents the challenges for robots and creates the desire for autonomy.
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The line between robot and environment, though, is in the abstract as vague as the line between one program and another. It is a matter of convenience and convention where we draw the line between program and its 'external' constraints, between the program on the one hand, and the sources of inputs and destination of output on the other hand. Modules make up modules, not just in software but for recombinant modular robots as well. (One man's program is another's subroutine.) In the purely software context, we might think of a system, which is an arbitrarily composed of a group of algorithms, and is so distinguished from every other source of input or direction for output. The larger and more complex the system the more likely it is to have the tools to solve a problem and the more likely it is that one might call it "intelligent." Small modules, neurons, subroutines won't qualify, but many of them interacting might.
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Turning to robots, the greater the porousness between a robot and its environment-which is a measure of the degree of its ability to interrelate with and affect the environment-the more likely we might term it intelligent, the greater the likelihood it and its environment together can be thought of as a system. In this way, names are just theories of systems, whether those names be subroutine labels, human family and clan names, or other sets.
What counts as an environment is arbitrary. Highly porous robots in effect create larger systems. 26 As the environment changes, so does the robot's neural activities; indeed, one way to "poison" a robot is to interfere with its on-the-job training as it seeks to make patterns from 24 Saddek Bensalem, et al., "Toward a More Dependable Software Architecture for Autonomous Robots," http://homepages.laas.fr/felix/publis-pdf/ieee-ram-ser08.pdf. 25 See generally, Marvin Minsky, THE SOCIETY OF MIND (1985) . 26 An important perspective on the unpredictable results arising from the complex feedback loops we expect from autonomous robots is provided by Charles Perrow. Focusing on systems such as nuclear reactors, maritime accidents and others, he suggests that when unpredictable interactions (including feedback loops) among subsystems is permitted we may see so-called complex interactions. Charles Perrow, NORMAL ACCIDENTS 75 (1999) . In systems where the couplings among subsystems is also tight, i.e. where output of one results directly in a change in another, the risk of so-called normal accidents may be very high. I do not suggest that dynamic complex tightly coupled systems are tantamount to autonomous machine intelligence-there is nothing intelligent about the nuclear reactor accidents and bizarre ship collisions Perrow describes-but complexity does in both situations underlie unpredictability. As Perrow notes, inserting buffers in these systems such that they are more loosely coupled helps prevent accidents. A similar functionality may be useful in avoiding unpleasant unpredictable effects of autonomous robots. Below in § III, I term this buffering "common sense." instances in the environment by substituting in misleading training data-that is, faking the environment.
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A recent article notes the intimate connection between true autonomy, embodiment and the physical environment:
The ER [Evolutionary Robotics] approach emphasizes agent's embodiment, which means that an emerging behavior is not only dependent on various properties of the actual robot such as its size, speed, degrees of freedom, sensors and actuators, but also on the environment with which a robot interacts . ER is an excellent technique that allows us to create artificial control systems that autonomously develop their skills in close interaction with the environment and that exploit very simple, but extremely powerful sensory-motor coordination.
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That larger system (of robot and environment) is not more predictable than the unpredictable environment that fathered it; it must be less predictable. These porous, adaptive robotsautonomous robots, in short-are the subject of the next sections. These robots by definition will take unpredictable actions in the physical world that it shares with us humans in the pursuit of the tasks that we assign, and sometimes (in the context of larger systems) in the context of the tasks that it has assigned to itself.
II. Law
People and companies can sue each other for money when one is 'liable' to the other, having breached some sort of norm. The norms are generally found in generally three areas of the law: contract, tort, and statutes. These areas overlap. Contract law finds its norms in the promises people make directly to one another. Tort law generates norms which apply to all, strangers or not. In this way tort law is like criminal law: Joe murdering or hitting Bob violates criminal law, regardless of their prior interactions, and similarly Bob (or his personal representative if he is dead) can sue Bob in tort for money damages. Most states have, in addition, statutes which allow people to sue to fulfill important state policies. Thus for example, California has its Business and Professions Code § 17200 allowing one person, sometimes on behalf of many people, to sue for unfair or fraudulent business practices, such as false advertising.
As a result, most property damage and injuries done to people with whom one does not have a preexisting relationship are subject to suit under tort law. Even injuries done to one with whom there is a contract, such as medial malpractice, can be the subject of tort law, and tort law applies to most cases involving some kind of injury even between people who have other types of preexisting relationships, such as employers and employees, family members, and consumers and sellers of products. The interesting legal issues with respect to addressing injuries and damage caused by robots, then, are likely to arise under tort law. Tort law is, in turn, commonly divided into two areas-negligence and strict liability. 29 These two areas are part of our common law tradition, inherited from England, by which judges over the ages slowly modify the rules, sometimes expressly and sometimes not, in responses to economic, cultural, and other developments, 30 as well as in response to tugs from the Legislature which steps in from time to time to brake or push movement in the law.
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A negligent action is something a reasonably prudent person would not do. For example, failing to brake while distracted by a cell phone qualifies as negligence.
Negligence is the failure to use reasonable care to prevent harm to oneself or to others. A person can be negligent by acting or by failing to act. A person is negligent if he or she does something that a reasonably careful person would not do in the same situation or fails to do something that a reasonably careful person would do in the same situation.
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Strict liability is sometimes thought of as liability 'no matter what,' although this is, as we will see, not quite right. But it is liability without negligence or other "fault," and usually applies only to products (things like cars and pills and metal hip joints). If these are defective then, regardless of whether or not the maker exercised 'due care' or was negligent, the consumer generally can sue.
A. Negligence
Offhand, most lawyers probably believe that negligence belongs to the distant past, with strict liability the recent development to account for the results of industrialization and the ability to share risk through insurance and pricing across a large number of sales. Strict liability actually came first, albeit in a different guise. Common laws suits had earlier been based on the status, or relationship, of the parties, and a violation of the concomitant duty that defined the status. So for example sheriffs had by virtue of their status duties to restrain and arrest malefactors, and having let one go (no matter if negligent or not) were liable for the resultant damages. 33 Only in the 19 th century did the standard of carelessness erupt as the core concept behind negligence. 34 This correlates with the increasing incidents of strangers coming (literally) into collision, as opposed to disputes erupting between people who had a previously defined relationship through status. So, for example, we had the 'running down' cases, in effect car collisions, which could no longer be decided by the pre-existing status or relationship of the parties (master-servant etc. There have long been arguments on the what sort of injury need be predictable for negligence to apply. For example, one might anticipate a hurt foot if one leaves a rusty nail on the floor, and so be liable for injury to a stranger's foot when he steps on the nail. But one might not have reasonably predicted that having tripped over a rusty nail a person might fall, arms flung out, ripping out a pipe which, flung across the room, ignites a fire which burns the barn down. The legal fight had been, that is, over whether the actual bad result had to be foreseeable, or whether, having done something which foreseeably could result in some sort of harm, one might be liable for any and all harm that as a matter of fact resulted. 38 The fight isn't quite over. One classic authority suggests a sort of balancing test: as the gravity of harm increases, the likelihood of its happening may decrease and yet be sufficiently foreseeable as to make the defendant liable.
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Every act presents some risk: the question is always, in some fashion, whether it presents an "unreasonable" risk. 40 The answer is that foreseeability of the actual type of harm is usually a predicate for negligence liability:
Some negligence cases impose liability only where the type of risk that was foreseeable to the defendant actually occurred. If the defendant's negligence causes harm by fire, he is liable if he could foresee the risk of fire, but not otherwise. Some courts do this by using foresight as the test of proximate cause. Others use a duty analysis, reasoning that there is no duty to protect a foreseeable plaintiff from an unforeseeable risk of harm. The result is the same under either approach. 41 So, while one need not have foreseen the precise manner in which harm occurred, one must have been able to foresee at least the "kind of harm" that occurred. 770, 780 (1995) . Foreseeability is more intricately connected with negligence than I make out here; it's probably wrapped up in related issues of duty, proximate cause, and so on. 
B.
Strict Liability
There are roughly four theories of strict liability: ultrahazardous activity, and three brands of products liability (failure to warn, design defect, and manufacturing defect). 43 A superficial reading might suggest that foreseeability is not pertinent here: after all, the liability is "strict" and imposed just if a product is defective; it matters not if the defect was intentionally or negligently built. But the truth is that foreseeability plays an important role even in strict liability cases. 44 Modern strict liability law arose in the last century, in response to the fact that contract lawitself then a recent invention 45 --was unable to provide a remedy for the proliferation of dangerous products sold through multiple layers of a distribution chain. A car, for example, is not sold by the manufacturer directly to the consumer-it is sold to a distributor first. Many distribution chains are even longer, and pretermit the existence of a contract between the entity responsible for the dangerous item and the person injured. Negligence might be available, but would present some difficulty when applied to most of the chain of distribution: after all, what should a car dealer know of the intricacies of car design, or an importer of the chemical makeup and risks of foreign candy? In an age of mass markets and long distribution chains, costs could be allocated across a large number of sales, and manufacturers were in a position accordingly to spread costs including by purchasing insurance. Why not similarly spread the costs of injury? Surely the innocent consumer should not bear the cost of a bad product. So the courts devised the doctrines of strict liability, imposing it on all members of the distribution chain, whether or not they were at "fault" in the sense of being negligent, and whether or not a contract existed between them and the ultimate consumer who was injured. The essence of the move to strict products liability was to focus on the condition of the product itself-was it dangerous?-and away from an evaluation of the defendants' conduct in making the product-the realm of negligence-because the innocent victim of a dangerous product should be compensated, even if the defendants were not negligent in making it. 46 Below, I first briefly outline the three types of products liability (failure to warn, design defect, manufacturing defect). 47 I will then discuss and dispose of ultrahazardous activity before returning to the three types of products liability to determine their application to the unpredictable actions of robots. CONTRACT (1974) . Holmes developed the notion that the exchange of consideration ('consideration' is the thing you give to, or do for, the other person involved in the contract) had to be the product of a bargain to create an enforceable promise. "Before 1871contract law was a loose confederation of subspecialties such as negotiable instruments and sales that was not yet a "systematically organized, sharply differentiated, body of law."" Robert Gordon, " The first sort of product liability is manufacturing defect: that is, when the product departs from intended design. An error in the factory causes a cog to be defectively made, or a part to be missing-if someone is hurt as a result, this theory will provide relief. 48 Second, we have design defect-foreseeable harm could have been avoided by alternative design. Readers may recall the Ford Pinto, designed to have a relatively fragile gas tank in the rear just where it would explode when hit from behind. Every one of those cars was made just as designed-but the design itself was bad. How do we tell if a design is bad? After all, every product can be made in many ways, and manufacturers have to balance a wide variety of factors as they make their products-they cannot always use titanium or diamond to make the product invulnerable to breakage; and there is such a thing as an overdesigned product-which no one can afford. The analysis is often based on risk/benefit analysis: "a product is defective in design either (1) if the product has failed to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer would expect when used in an intended or reasonably foreseeable manner, or (2) if, in light of the relevant factors …, the benefits of the challenged design do not outweigh the risk of danger inherent in such design." 49 Thirdly, we have a failure to warn. Here, the distribution chain is liable if the consumer is not adequately warned on the uses or risk of the product. The case might focus on the directions for use, user manuals, labeling, advertising, and so on. Many very ordinary products, such as chain saws, lawn mowers, drugs, and hot tub drains can cause injury if not used correctly, and manufacturers might be liable if they did not adequately warn of those dangers.
Liability for ultrahazardous activity is in a way quite the opposite of product liability, and does not really focus on the defect of a product, but rather, as the name implies, a course of conduct. The classic ultrahazardous conducts are blasting, transporting nuclear materials, and the like. These activities and others are considered so inherently dangerous that the law makes those engaging in them in effect insurers to others who are hurt, without requiring proof of negligence or other types of fault. The point is not to focus on mass market items or actions, but to isolate rare activities of dubious social utility. An activity may be deemed ultrahazardous if it is uncommon, poses a high risk of harm, and creates a high degree of injury when injury does occur. 50 What counts as ultrahazardous changes over time as we become accustomed to the activity, as it spreads, and presumably as it becomes safer. So, for example, we have this wonderful observation from the 1930s:
Thus, aviation in its present stage of development is ultrahazardous because even the best constructed and maintained aeroplane is so incapable of complete control that flying creates a risk that the plane even though carefully constructed, maintained and operated, may crash to the injury of persons, structures and chattels on the land over which the flight is made. 51 While it is possible that the use of robots might be considered ultrahazardous, especially at their introduction, ultrahazardous theory is not well suited to the imposition of liability. Many of the injuries may not be serious, and robots are not likely routinely to pose hazards. As we will see with the other three types of strict liability, foreseeability runs a line through this doctrine of ultrahazardous as well: the essence of the liability is that harm is especially likely to happen, harm that the defendant knows about, or should have known about; 52 that is, predictable. Unless we are willing to dub all robotic actions foreseeably dangerous because some are unforeseeably dangerous, this doctrine will not assist.
Let us now turn back to the first three theories, the three types of product liability. These too have foreseeability as an essential characteristic.
Strict products liability cases employ all three types of limitations on liability. That is, courts commonly require the plaintiff, the type of harm, and the manner of harm to be foreseeable. Some courts may use all of these limits, while others may formally use only one or two. … [T] here is such a close relationship between the three limits that there may be little practical difference in the scope of liability between a court that uses all three of these limitations and a court that uses only two of them. 53 Strict products liability is predicated on the existence of an unreasonably dangerous product whose foreseeable use has caused injury. 54 Design defect is, as noted above, based on balancing factors, the pros and cons of the design, as those were understood at the time the product was made. "The relevant factors include "the gravity of the danger posed by the challenged design, the likelihood that such danger would occur, the mechanical feasibility of a safer alternative design, the financial cost of an improved design, and the adverse consequences to the product and to the consumer that would result from an alternative design." 55 Inhering in each of these factors is foreseeability: of the harm, and of the benefits.
Similarly with manufacturer defect. Again, we do not focus on the reasonableness of the defendants' conduct-that's negligence talk-but rather the risks posed by the products as actually manufactured. And here too there is an underlying predicate of foreseeability, because whether the entire line of products is dangerous (design defect ) or one of them is (manufacturing defect), the issue is whether there is risk when used as intended, that is, when foreseeably used. 56 But we must be a little careful: design and manufacturing defect are not the same thing in the sense that the balancing act done as of the time of manufacture does not, of course, apply in the manufacturing defect scenario, and the foreseeability element attendant to that is not part of the manufacturing defect test. But it is also true that, as with ultrahazardous activity, it would be entirely illogical to apply manufacturing defect liability to autonomous robots which, as they come off the assembly line (as it were) are all exactly the same and for purposes of my argument here, conform to design-at least as they are when delivered into the hands of the consumer. True, they will rapidly depart from a standard as they conduct their on-the-job learning, but strict liability cases do not impose liability on the manufacturer and other parts of the distribution chain for changes made to the product after delivery to the consumer unless those changes were foreseeable; 57 which, because we speak of autonomous robots here, they are not.
So we turn to the final strict liability tort theory of failure to warn. The doctrine requires fair warning of the risk posed by the product. The theory is premised on unequal access to information, i.e., that the manufacturer (for example) knows more about the risks than a relatively unsuspecting consumer. 58 This is equivalent to a premise that the manufacturer is able to predict, in a way that the consumer is not, the effects of the product at issue. But where the product is by definition acting in an unpredictable way, the application of this theory of liability may be impossible. Defendants probably are not liable for "unknowable" risks. 59 Liability depends on what the defendant knew or should have known at the time the product was sold, 60 and so the 'failure to warn' doctrine depends on the foreseeability of the harm which the instructions would have avoided. It is illogical to impose strict liability on the manufacturer for unknowable hazards when a core rationale for the imposition of liability is the ability to account in advance for the costs of injury and obtain insurance. 61 C.
Summary on foreseeability
The basic theories of tort law predicate liability on foreseeability, by which I do not mean foreseeability in the general sense but rather a type of predictable harm to a predictable group of potential victims. This is true whether one looks at negligence or strict liability. Those theories of strict liability which depend the least on foreseeability-ultrahazardous activity and manufacturing defect-are for other reasons poorly suited to injury caused by autonomous robots.
Foreseeability can mean many things. Sometimes we have enough information to predict an event exactly, roughly, or within certain bounds, or to forecast the odds of an event. Forecasting might predict the likelihood (e.g., 50%) of a thunder storm or coin flip, and Bayesian equations might tell us that, given certain assumptions, the likelihood of having a disease given a test for it (that has some known error rate). 62 Some predictions have a low likelihood, others a higher likelihood; in common parlance, even a very, very unlikely event might be "predictable" in the sense that we know that, eventually, the event will occur, such as thirty coin flips in a row that all come up heads (given enough coin flips). The law does not mean this when it uses 'foreseeable'; it refers to the sort of future events we think it's reasonable to have people guard against. The law is prophylactic. It is moral for this reason (among other things): it punishes only transgressions which (it presumes) people are actually capable of avoiding. When we refer to risks the defendant "knew or should have known" about, we mean to insist that the defendant should know certain things before operating in the arena he did. You cannot drive a car unless you know the basics of braking and acceleration; you cannot act as a doctor or lawyer or architect unless you know the basics of those professions, and having failed to do so, you will be punished even if, as a matter of fact, you did not have the knowledge that would have allowed you to do so. 63 Negligence and strict liability were born and raised in a Newtonian universe, the universe of billiard balls hitting billiard balls, car hitting cars; force, mass and reaction; and machinery executing one step at a time. The risks discernible in this world are the consequences of Newtonian mechanics, which is linear: A causing B causing C. In this world, the more knowledge we have, the more we can predict; and if we knew every last detail of every last particle in the universe we could mechanistically unravel time backwards to see where everything was in the past, and ravel time forward-here's the foreseeability-to see where everything will be at any arbitrary time. The old legal fights-which still continue-are usually about how far to take foreseeability in this sense: how remote or trivial do we want to push it; how low the odds before the event is no longer reasonably foreseeable, how willing we are to have burdensome preventative measures, and so on. 64 In this note, however, we don't care about those disputes, or whether our confidence in a predicted result is 5% or 95%, or whether our forecast of the odds of an event should be 90% or 45%. With autonomous robots which are complex machines, ever more complex as they interact seamless, porously, with the larger environment, linear causation gives way to complex, nonlinear interactions. These robots interact with an environment "that is much larger and more complex than the system [here, an autonomous robot] itself," 65 In these interactions we find as a matter of course "combinatorial explosions [which] can outwit people's best efforts at predicting and mitigating trouble." 66 All the knowledge in the universe about all the agents and subsystems is not enough to fix the future behavior of these systems. The problem is not ignorance; the problem is the limits of knowledge:
When, however, organizations are recognized as Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS), surprise is not necessarily the result of bounded rationality, limited information or systems design, but often is the result of the fundamental nature of the system in question. Complexity theory suggests that much surprise is inevitable because it is part of the natural order of things and cannot be avoided, eliminated, or controlled. 67 So the actions of autonomous robots devising their own means to attain a task may not be subject to liability under any of theories of tort, to the extent robots are adaptive, i.e., able to interact with the world, physical and otherwise, through a wide variety of input [e.g., sensors] and output [e.g. manipulation and locomotion] means. And these are just the circumstances in which autonomous robots are most likely to pose danger.
Contrary to the suggestions of some commentators, 68 this problem is not a general one of robots or machine intelligences, because most robots are not autonomous in the sense I have used the term. Most of these products do what they are told to do, in the way they are told to do it, or the variation of means is itself programmed and utterly predictable, which is just another way of saying the same thing. Unintended injuries are often just the result of human error 69 and poor workplace design. 70 
III.
Future Reciprocal Accommodation I suggest two types of developments are likely to ameliorate the problem of using traditional tort law to examine the acts of some autonomous robots. The first has to do with robots, the second, with humans.
To account for the unexpected, robots will do unexpected things, but their actions, like ours, need to be constrained by common sense, just as the ideal "reasonable person" provides the vantage point from which we determine the issue of negligence. Common sense is the knowledge we spend a lifetime learning (and unlearning); put simply, it is the general body of knowledge we have about the world and the way its pieces interact. Common sense critically includes awareness of the physical world and its mechanisms, but common sense is also famously wrong; to be generally reliable, narratives and theories about how the world works must be able to be tested empirically and so modifiable. That is to say, we want robots to believe things, stories, series of facts, and so on, even if (like us) they have no direct access to those facts (such as the existence of atoms and bacteria, the temperature of a star, or the fact that on a hot day I would prefer a cold drink to hot tea). This is what it means to be able to act on inadequate, or underspecified, information; we humans do it all the time. And we want robots to update their common sense when they appear to be in error (perhaps they may do this better than we can 71 ). The minimum requirements, then, seem to be a very large database as well as highly porous interactions with the physical environment to permit learning. A number of researchers are working on exactly these databases. 72 Common sense may provide the buffer that dynamic complex systems need in order to avoid disaster. As suggested above at note 26, tightly coupled systems can be dangerous:
Interactive complexity refers to the presence of unfamiliar or unplanned and unexpected sequences of events in a system that are either not visible or not immediately comprehensible. A tightly coupled system is one that is highly interdependent: Each part of the system is tightly linked to many other parts and therefore a change in one part can rapidly affect the status of other parts. Tightly coupled systems respond quickly to perturbations, but this response may be disastrous. Loosely coupled or decoupled systems have fewer or less tight links between parts and therefore are able to absorb failures or unplanned behavior without destabilization.
Common sense as the buffer for machine intelligence has the effect of loosening the couplings. It may be that robotic common sense will make the acts of autonomous robots more predictable, and so make it easier to engage classic tort theories.
The second development has to do with humans becoming accustomed to the work of robots. Predictability and foreseeability are in practice vague and peculiar notions, and people with different experiences and beliefs about how the world works will treat different things as 'predictable.' In any event humans are poor at predicting odds, 74 and generally are not accurate estimating the likelihood of future events. Perhaps we may get better at predicting the behavior of autonomous robots as we interact with them; actions which appear at first random may begin to cluster in their frequencies, revealing theretofore unanticipated patterns which will help future prediction.
There are other areas of law in which developing technology itself modifies the application of the legal rules, such as with respect to privacy rights. In a test that sounds eerily reminiscent of negligence, the scope of our privacy rights depend on our reasonable expectations of privacy, 75 so that, for example, we may have such rights in our bedroom but not our front lawn, with respect to data on our home computers but not those at work, or perhaps not even our own computers when passing through customs. Obviously expectations evolve, 76 and so does the right itself (perhaps involving its own feedback loop as court opinions affect the public's expectations). In like manner, the behavior of autonomous robots is likely to affect our sense of what is predictable, and we may fold their actions into the realm of reasonable expectation. We may be aided in this by yet another cognitive fallacy, hindsight bias, 77 by which we overestimate the past odds of an event which has already occurred. That is, after an unlikely event takes place, we tend to believe it was more predicable than it was. 78 So it is that through fiction we might become more comfortable with the unknown futuretelling ourselves that we knew it, all along.
